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Abstract
For multi-channel speech recognition, speech en-
hancement techniques such as denoising or dere-
verberation are conventionally applied as a front-
end processor. Deep learning-based front-ends us-
ing such techniques require aligned clean and noisy
speech pairs which are generally obtained via data
simulation. Recently, several joint optimization
techniques have been proposed to train the front-
end without parallel data within an end-to-end au-
tomatic speech recognition (ASR) scheme. How-
ever, the ASR objective is sub-optimal and insuf-
ficient for fully training the front-end, which still
leaves room for improvement. In this paper, we
propose a novel approach which incorporates flow-
based density estimation for the robust front-end
using non-parallel clean and noisy speech. Exper-
imental results on the CHiME-4 dataset show that
the proposed method outperforms the conventional
techniques where the front-end is trained only with
ASR objective.
1 Introduction
Robust multi-channel speech recognition is a challenging task
since the acoustic interferences such as background noise and
reverberation degrade the quality of input speech. It is known
that an automatic speech recognition (ASR) system, which
is trained on clean speech, works poorly in noisy environ-
ments due to the mismatch in acoustic characteristics [Gong,
1995]. For robust multi-channel ASR, recent studies usu-
ally employ a front-end component that leverages a denois-
ing algorithm such as the Minimum Variance Distortion-
less Response (MVDR) or a dereverberation algorithm (e.g.,
the Weighted Prediction Error, WPE) [Barker et al., 2017;
Kinoshita et al., 2016]. Even though these denoising and
dereverberation methods have brought substantial improve-
ments for an ASR system [Vincent et al., 2013], they are
usually designed for enhancing speech in stationary environ-
ments.
For handling more realistic acoustic environments, speech
enhancement techniques based on deep neural network
∗Contact Author
(DNN) have been developed, which basically require time-
aligned parallel clean and noisy speech data for training [Er-
dogan et al., 2016]. These techniques usually train the model
to optimize signal level criteria such as signal to noise ra-
tio (SNR), independently of speech recognition accuracy. To
make the speech enhancement algorithm a more efficient
front-end for ASR, recent studies have proposed to opti-
mize the speech enhancement model using the ASR objective
within an end-to-end ASR scheme [Heymann et al., 2019;
Ochiai et al., 2017; Kinoshita et al., 2017]. This training
method allows to use non-parallel clean and noisy data for
training the front-end.
However, since the ASR objective only focuses on preserv-
ing the phonetic information of the input speech, it is insuf-
ficient for fully training the speech enhancement model and
gauranteeing generalized performance improvement. More-
over, conventional approaches do not take into account the
distribution of the target clean speech signal on which the
original ASR system is trained. To overcome these limi-
tations, we propose a novel method that applies flow-based
density estimation to the robust front-end using non-parallel
clean and noisy speech. In the proposed method, a flow-
based density estimator is trained with clean speech and the
front-end receives the additional generative loss from the den-
sity estimator. In other words, the front-end performs multi-
task learning. The auxiliary objective induces the front-end
to learn more regularized representations, which in turn im-
proves the performance of the ASR module on the noisy
CHiME-4 evaluation set.
Our main contributions are as follows:
• We propose a novel approach that combines density es-
timation with multi-channel ASR to exploit the proba-
bility distribution of speech signal for robust front-end.
• We present a new flow-based model MelFlow for esti-
mating the probability distribution of mel-spectrograms.
• We demonstrate that our multi-task learning strategy re-
sults in better performance on WERs over noisy speech
compared to the scheme that depends only on the ASR
objective.
2 Related Work
Denoising and dereverberation methods are originally de-
signed to estimate clean signal and can be applied without
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any training [Wo¨lfel and McDonough, 2009]. These tradi-
tional methods, however, require time-consuming iterative
process and work well only in stationary environmental con-
ditions. To handle more realistic acoustic environments, mod-
ern speech enhancement techniques usually employ DNNs to
remove background noise and directly estimate the desired
signal [Han et al., 2015].
For multi-channel ASR, denoising and dereverberation
techniques have been employed as front-ends and reported
to produce some improvements in noisy speech recogni-
tion [Wo¨lfel and McDonough, 2009]. However, the direct
application of enhancement-based algorithms to ASR has
some problems. One of the main problems is that the ASR
accuracy is not taken into consideration when training the
front-end, thus the resulting features may lack phonetic in-
formation. Another critical problem is that training the con-
ventional enhancement modules require parallel dataset (i.e.,
pairs of aligned clean and noisy speech signals). To alleviate
the problems, recent approaches optimize the front-end and
ASR models jointly using the ASR objective [Heymann et
al., 2019; Ochiai et al., 2017].
3 Baseline
3.1 Neural Beamforming Method
A filter-and-sum beamforming method is a typical denoising
technique for enhancing multi-channel signal. In the filter-
and-sum beamforing, a speech image at the reference micro-
phone is estimated by using a linear filter operating as fol-
lows:
yt,f =
C∑
c=1
ht,f,cst,f,c, (1)
where st,f,c ∈ C is short-time Fourier transform (STFT) co-
efficient, ht,f,c ∈ C is a beamforming filter coefficient and
yt,f ∈ C is an estimated speech image. Subscripts t, f, c
denote the c-th channel of a signal at a time-frequency bin
(t, f). While conventional methods optimize ht,f,c based
on a signal-level objective, recent studies train ht,f,c jointly
within an ASR architecture [Meng et al., 2017; Ochiai et al.,
2017]. This kind of data-driven approach is called the neu-
ral beamforming method and can be classified into two cate-
gories: (i) filter estimation approach and (ii) mask estimation
approach. The filter estimation approach estimates the time-
variant filter coefficients {ht,f,c}T,F,Ct=1,f=1,c=1 directly but suf-
fers from unstable training due to high flexibility [Meng et
al., 2017]. On the other hand, the mask estimation approach
optimizes time-invariant filter coefficients {hf,c}F,Cf=1,c=1 and
has been reported to achieve improved performances in multi-
channel speech recognition [Ochiai et al., 2017]. Also, the
mask estimation approach can be applied to any microphone
configurations. Given the advantages of the latter, this paper
focuses on the mask estimation approach.
Mask estimation approach. To get time-invariant coef-
ficients {hf,c}F,Cf=1,c=1, we first calculate a speech mask
mSt,f,c ∈ [0, 1]. An input feature s˜t,c ∈ RF is the aggre-
gation of the amplitudes of the c-th channel’s time-frequency
bin along the frequency axis at time t:
s˜t,c = {
√
<(st,f,c)2 + =(st,f,c)2}Ff=1. (2)
The speech mask mSt,f,c is acquired from the input feature
s˜t,c as follows:
{oSt,c}Tt=1 = BiLSTM({s˜t,c}Tt=1; θS), (3)
{mSt,f,c}Ff=1 = sigmoid(FClayer(oSt,c;φS)), (4)
where BiLSTM is a real-valued bidirectional LSTM network,
oSt,c ∈ RDout is the output of BiLSTM and FClayer is a fully
connected network from RDout 7→ RF . A cross-channel
power spectral density (PSD) matrix ΦSf ∈ CC×C for a
speech signal can be obtained with a channel-averaged mask
mSt,f as follows:
mSt,f =
1
C
C∑
c=1
mSt,f,c, (5)
ΦSf =
1∑T
t=1m
S
t,f
T∑
t=1
mSt,fst,fs
†
t,f , (6)
where st,f = {st,f,c}Cc=1 ∈ CC is the channelwise concate-
nated vector of the STFT coefficients and † represents Her-
mitian transpose. Using the same architecture with differ-
ent parameters θN , φN , another PSD matrix ΦNf ∈ CC×C
for a noise signal is derived in the same way. Finally, the
time-invariant linear filter coefficient hf,c is computed with
the MVDR formulation as follows:
{hf,c}Cc=1 =
ΦNf
−1
ΦSf
Tr(ΦNf
−1
ΦSf )
r, (7)
where Tr(·) is the trace operator and r ∈ RC is the one-
hot vector indicating the index of a reference microphone.
We can integrate another network to estimate the reference
microphone in case the index of the reference is not specified
and not available.
3.2 ESPnet
ESPnet [Watanabe et al., 2018] is an end-to-end ASR which
is based on connecionist temporal classification (CTC) and
attention mechanism. ESPnet has an attention-based encoder-
decoder structure and shares encoder representations to op-
timize both CTC and attention-based cross entropy objec-
tives jointly. This joint multi-task learning framework has
been known to improve performance and achieve fast conver-
gence [Kim et al., 2017]. ESPnet also incorporates the neural
beamforming method as a pre-processor and optimizes the
front-end within the end-to-end ASR scheme. For decoding,
the weighted average of attention-based and CTC scores is
used to eliminate irregular alignments. We use ESPnet as a
base ASR architecture and integrate a density estimator into
the multi-channel ASR in the next section.
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Figure 1: (a) The overall structure of the proposed model. (b) The structure of Label Embedder.
4 Proposed Model
Here, we propose to incorporate a flow-based density estima-
tion task within the multi-channel end-to-end ASR. Our in-
sight is that the ASR objective is insufficient for fully training
the front-end since it only focuses on preserving the phonetic
information. For the robust front-end, we now exploit the dis-
tribution of the target clean speech on which the original ASR
system is trained.
We also present a novel flow-based generative model
MelFlow for estimating the likelihood of mel-spectrograms.
Many flow-based models for estimating the distribution of
raw audio have been studied [Prenger et al., 2019; Ping et
al., 2018], but have not been applied to mel-specograms. We
introduce a new flow-based model for mel-spectrograms and
explain the architecture of MelFlow.
4.1 Flow-based Generative Model
A flow-based model is a generative model which consists of a
stack of invertible mappings from a simple distribution pZ(z)
to a complex distribution pX(x) [Dinh et al., 2016]. Let f i
be a mapping from zi−1 to zi , z0 = x and zn = z (zi ∈ RD
for i = 0, ..., n). Then x ∈ RD is transformed into z through
a chain of invertible mappings:
z = fn ◦ fn−1 ◦ ... ◦ f1(x). (8)
By change of variables theorem, the log-likelihood of data x
is expressed as follows:
log pX(x) = log pZ(z) +
n∑
i=1
log
∣∣∣∣det( ∂f i∂zi−1
)∣∣∣∣ . (9)
By maximizing log pX(x), we obtain a density estimator of
data x. A typical choice for the prior distribution pZ(z) is
a zero-mean isotropic multivariate Gaussian N (0, I). If z is
obtained by Eq. (8), the first term log pZ(z) in Eq. (9) can be
calculated easily. However, it is too expensive to compute the
second term
∑n
i=1 log
∣∣∣det( ∂f i∂zi−1)∣∣∣ directly. To reduce the
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Figure 2: Splitting a mel-spectrogram into xa and xb
computational complexity, f i is required to have a tractable
Jacobian. The affine coupling layer [Dinh et al., 2016] satis-
fies such a requirement and is defined as follows:
zia = z
i−1
a , (10)
zib = z
i−1
b  exp (σ(zi−1a )) + µ(zi−1a ), (11)
where zia ∈ R
D
2 is the first half, zib ∈ R
D
2 is the last half
of zi, µ() and σ() are the functions from RD2 7→ RD2 , and
 stands for the element-wise product. The Jacobian matrix
of the affine coupling layer is a lower triangular matrix and
log
∣∣∣det( ∂f i∂zi−1)∣∣∣ can be computed efficiently:
log
∣∣∣∣det( ∂f i∂zi−1
)∣∣∣∣ =
D
2∑
j=1
σ(zi−1a )j , (12)
where σ(zi−1a )j is the j-th elemtent of σ(z
i−1
a ).
4.2 MelFlow
We now turn to building a density estimator for mel-
spectrograms. An input data x ∈ RFmel×T is a mel-
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Figure 3: MelFlow network
spectrogram where Fmel is a fixed frequency bin length of
the mel-spectrograms and T is a variable time-length depend-
ing on an utterance. It is splited into xa ∈ R
Fmel
2 ×T and
xb ∈ R
Fmel
2 ×T along the frequency axis, which is depicted
in Figure 2. Let z0a = xa and z
0
b = xb. Throughout one
of flow stacks, zi−1a and z
i−1
b are transformed in a different
way: zi−1a remains and z
i−1
b is transformed into z
i
b as follows
(µ,σ) = WaveNet2D(zi−1a ), (13)
zia = z
i−1
a , (14)
zib = exp (σ) zi−1b + µ, (15)
where WaveNet2D can be any function R
Fmel
2 ×T 7→
RFmel×T and a multiplicative term σ ∈ RFmel2 ×T and an
additive term µ ∈ RFmel2 ×T depend only on xa. In this
work, we use multiple layers of dilated 2D-convolutions
with gated-tanh nonlinearities, residual connections and
skip connections for WaveNet2D. WaveNet2D is similar to
WaveNet [Oord et al., 2016], but different in that WaveNet2D
is composed of non-causal 2D-convolutions. The Jacobian
determinant in Eq. (12) is computed as follows:
log
∣∣∣∣det( ∂f i∂zi−1
)∣∣∣∣ =
Fmel
2∑
f=1
T∑
t=1
σf,t. (16)
MelFlow achieves a more flexible and high-expressive model
by stacking multiple flow operations as illustrated in Figure 3.
Also, we change the order of zia and z
i
b before each flow oper-
ation (i.e. zia and z
i
b are transformed by Eq. (15) alternately).
We can further improve the model by exploiting target la-
bels. Note that we use the density estimator to train the front-
end and target labels are available during training. As shown
in Figure 1(b), a target label is first embedded into a sequence
Algorithm 1 A joint training step with density estimation
Input: A mini-batch S, a target label L, the neural beam-
former MNB , the density estimator MDE and the ASR mod-
ule MASR
if S consists of clean speech (single channel) then
LASR ← compute the ASR loss with (S,L,MASR)
Lgen ← compute the NLL with (S,L,MDE)
optimize MASR and MDE with (LASR, Lgen)
else if S consists of noisy speech (multi-channel) then
Senh ← enhance by passing S through MNB
sample u ∼ unif(0, 1)
if u < 0.5 then
Srand ← choose 1 channel randomly from S
(SASR, Sgen)← (Srand, Senh)
else
(SASR, Sgen)← (Senh, Senh)
end if
LASR ← compute the ASR loss with (SASR, L,MASR)
Lgen ← compute the NLL with (Sgen, L,MDE)
optimize MASR and MNB with (LASR, Lgen)
end if
of vectors through Character Embedding. A stack of 3 con-
volutional layers is applied to the sequence of vectors and the
output is passed into a bidirectional LSTM. A label embed-
ding h is finally obtained by summing the last hidden state of
the forward path
−→
hL and the backward path
←−
hL in the bidi-
rectional LSTM:
h =
−→
hL +
←−
hL. (17)
Label Embedder can be considered as a compact version of
the encoder in [Shen et al., 2018]. The attention mechanism
isn’t included due to the restriction of GPU memory which is
mostly occupied by the ASR module. We now reformulate
Eq. (13) by adding a global condition h to WaveNet2D as
follows:
(σ,µ) = WaveNet2D(zi−1a ,h). (18)
Considering the fact that T is a variable time-length, the
generative loss Lgen (the negative log-likelihood, NLL) is de-
fined as:
Lgen = − 1
TFmel
log pX(x), (19)
where Fmel is a fixed frequency-bin length and T varies by
the input data x.
4.3 Joint Training with Density Estimation
The proposed model incorporates the density estimator to the
base ASR architecture as shown in Figure 1(a). We take ad-
vantage of non-parallel clean and noisy speech data by em-
ploying the density estimation task. To be specific, when
clean speech data comes in a mini-batch, the ASR module
and the density estimator are trained ordinarily. If a noisy
speech data comes in the mini-batch, cases are divided into
two. In the first case with a probability 0.5, the ASR mod-
ule receives a randomly chosen channel of the noisy speech.
In the other case, the ASR module receives enhanced speech
from the neural beamformer. The ASR module and the neu-
ral beamformer are trained for both cases while the density
estimator is only used for computing Lgen. Algorithm 1 de-
scribes a joint training step with density estimation.
5 Experiments
In order to evaluate the proposed method in a noisy speech
scenario, we conducted a set of experiments using the
CHiME-4 dataset.
5.1 Dataset
CHiME-4 is a speech recognition dataset which is recorded
by a multi-microphone tablet device in every day, noisy envi-
ronments. The tablet device is equipped with 6-channel mi-
crophones where 5 of them face forward and the other one
faces backward. In this work, we excluded the speech data
recorded by the microphone facing backward; hence the num-
ber of channels C was 5. CHiME-4 employs two types of
data: (i) speech data recorded in real noisy environments (i.e.,
on a bus, cafe, pedestrian area, and street junction), and (ii)
simulated speech data that is generated by manually mixing
clean speech data with background noise. Also, the dataset is
divided into training, development and evaluation sets. The
training set consists of 3 hours of real noisy utterances from 4
speakers and 15 hours of simulated noisy utterances from 83
speakers. The development set consists of 2.9 hours of real
and simulated noisy utterances from 4 speakers, respectively.
The evaluation set consists of 2.2 hours of utterances for each
real and simulated noisy data.
We also employed Wall Street Journal (WSJ) read speech
for single channel clean speech dataset. WSJ’s si-284 set con-
tains 82 hours of clean utterances and was used only for train-
ing the model.
5.2 Model Configurations
Neural Beamformer. To compute 200 STFT coefficients
(i.e., F=201), the 25ms-width Hanning window with a 10ms
shift was used. We used a 3-layer bidirectional LSTM with
300 cells for BiLSTM in Eq. (3). Also, a linear projection
layer with 300 units was inserted after every layer of bidirec-
tional LSTM. For FClayer in Eq. (4), a 1-layer linear trans-
formation was used. To estimate the reference microphone,
a 2-layer linear transformation was used with tanh activation.
The reference microphone vector r was finally estimated us-
ing the softmax function.
LogMel. STFT coefficients were converted to mel-
spectrograms by LogMel. The mel-scale is primarily used
to mimic the non-linear human ear perception of sound. In
our experiments, Fmel was 80.
Label Embedder. We used a 16-dimensional character em-
bedding. The kernel sizes of 1D convolutional layers were set
to be 3 and the sizes of input and output were the same as 16.
The ReLU activation and the batch normalization were used
at the end of each convolutional layer. We stacked 3 convolu-
tional layers. The sizes of the hidden state in the bidirectional
LSTM were 256 and the 2 last hidden states of the forward
and backward paths were summed to obtain the label embed-
ding h ∈ Rhdim where hdim was set to be 256.
MelFlow. We used MelFlow consisting of 8 affine coupling
layers. For each WaveNet2D, the kernel sizes for the first
and last convolutional layer were set to be 1. The rest of the
layers (i.e., middle 4 layers) was composed of 20 channels
and kernel with size 3, and used for residual connections, skip
connections and gated-tanh unit. For conditioning the label
embedding h globally, a fully connected layer was included in
WaveNet2D. All the weights of the last convolutional layers
in WaveNet2D were initialized to be zero. This initialization
has been known to result in the stable training procedure.
ASR module. For Encoder, a 4-layer 2D convolutional net-
work and a 3-layer bidirectional LSTM with 1024 cells were
used. The kernel sizes were set to be (3,3) for all layers in the
convolutional network and channels were set to be (1, 64),
(64, 64), (64, 128) and (128, 128), respectively. A linear pro-
jection layer with 1024 units was inserted after every layer
of bidirectional LSTM in Encoder. To boost the ASR opti-
mization, we adopted a joint CTC-attention loss function. For
CTCnet, we used a 1-layer linear transformation with output
dimension 52 indicating characters. For Decoder, a unidi-
rectional LSTM with 1024 cells and a 1-layer linear trans-
formation were used. To connect Encoder and Decoder, we
leveraged the attention mechanism.
ASR loss. When the ASR module is trained with only the
attention loss, it usually suffers from misalignment because
the attention mechanism is too flexible to predict the right
alignments. It has been reported that the CTC loss enforces
monotonic alignments between speech and label sequences
due to the left-to-right constraint [Kim et al., 2017]. Thus
the auxiliary CTC loss helps the attention model to have
proper alignments and boosts the whole training procedure.
The CTC loss LCTC can be calculated efficiently with the
forward-backward algorithm and the attention loss Latt is
also easily obtained with a teacher forcing method at De-
coder. The joint CTC-attention objective LASR is expressed
as follows with a tuning parameter λ:
LASR = λLCTC + (1− λ)Latt, (20)
where we set λ to 0.5 for the experiments.
Total loss. The total loss Ltot is defined as:
Ltot = LASR + βLgen, (21)
where β is a hyperparameter. We experimented with different
values of β.
Baseline. We used ESPnet as the baseline. The baseline
doesn’t have Label Embedder and MelFlow in Figure 1(a).
All the other configurations were the same as the proposed
model.
6 Results
We compared the noisy speech recognition performances of
the baseline and the proposed model on the CHiME-4 dataset.
The baseline was trained with only the ASR objective LASR.
We used 2 types of the proposed model in the experiment:
one with both Label Embedder and MelFlow and the other
with MelFlow. Also, various values of the hyperparameter β
in Eq. (21) were used in the experiments: 1, 0.25, 0.1 and
development set evaluation set
Model simulated data real data simulated data real data
Baseline 9.1 9.2 13.6 17.2
w/o label condition
Proposed Model (β = 1) 8.9 9.5 13.2 17.3
Proposed Model (β = 0.25) 8.8 9.1 12.7 17.0
Proposed Model (β = 0.1) 8.7 9.1 13.2 17.4
Proposed Model (β = 0.01) 9.1 8.9 13.2 17.2
with label condition
Proposed Model (β = 1) 8.6 9.1 12.9 16.7
Proposed Model (β = 0.25) 8.1 9.0 13.1 16.8
Proposed Model (β = 0.1) 8.5 9.1 13.2 16.7
Proposed Model (β = 0.01) 8.4 8.9 13.3 16.3
Table 1: Word error rate [%] on CHiME-4 dataset
SDR ESTOI PESQ
Baseline 15.75 0.83 1.87
Proposed Model (β = 1) 14.44 0.82 1.83
Proposed Model (β = 0.25) 15.78 0.83 1.87
Proposed Model (β = 0.1) 15.85 0.83 1.88
Proposed Model (β = 0.01) 15.87 0.83 1.88
Table 2: Speech enhancement scores on CHiME-4 simulated evalu-
ation set
0.01. Attention scores and CTC scores were averaged at a
ratio of 7:3 and a beam search algorithm with the beam size
20 was used for decoding. An RNN-based language model
was also used to enhance the quality of speech recognition.
Word error rates (WERs) of the outputs of the different mod-
els are shown in Table 1. Overall, the proposed model with-
out the label condition showed better performances than the
baseline. For β = 0.25, the proposed model outperformed
the baseline with an absolute decrease of 0.9% in terms of
WER on the simulated noisy data in the evaluation set. How-
ever, the improvement was not obvious over the real noisy
data in both development and evaluation sets. When the label
condition was incorporated into the model, the overall perfor-
mance showed significant improvement and, surprisingly, the
WERs of the proposed model were improved in all cases. For
β = 0.01, the average WER on the real noisy data in the eval-
uation set achieved 16.3%. The experiment demonstrates that
the auxiliary objective from the density estimation task leads
the front-end to learn more general representations and this
leads to the improved performance of noisy speech recog-
nition. The difference of performances between the models
with/without the label condition suggests that the accurate
density estimator should be used in order that the front-end
gets more benefits from the generative loss.
One may ask whether the proposed model achieves im-
provements in respect of speech enhancement. Unfortunately,
the answer is no. Speech enhancement scores are illus-
trated in Table 2. We evaluated speech-to-distortion ratio
(SDR [Vincent et al., 2006]), extended short-time objective
intelligibility (ESTOI [Jensen and Taal, 2016]), and percep-
tual evaluation of speech quality (PESQ [Rix et al., 2001])
between the enhanced speech and the reference speech in the
evaluation set. The CHiME-4 dataset provides the clean data
recorded by the close-talk microphone and we used this data
as the reference speech. We used the proposed model with the
label condition for the speech enhancement evaluation. The
overall scores of the proposed model were almost same as the
ones of the baseline. This implies that in the proposed model
the representation after the front-end is generalized and use-
ful for the ASR module but this doesn’t necessarily mean the
improvement of the metrics of speech enhancement. Multi-
task learning of speech enhancement and density estimation
could be beneficial for the speech enhancement scores and we
leave it for future work.
7 Conclusion
In this work, we presented the novel method which employs
flow-based density estimation for robust multi-channel ASR.
We also proposed MelFlow to estimate the distribution of
mel-spectrograms of clean speech. In the experiments, we
demonstrated that the proposed model shows better perfor-
mance than the conventional ASR model in terms of word er-
ror rate (WER) on noisy multi-channel speech data. We veri-
fied that the auxiliary generative objective helps the front-end
to learn more regularized representations which lead to im-
provements on noisy speech recognition.
For future work, we will apply an autoregressive model or
a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) to estimate the probability
density on behalf of MelFlow. Also, we will apply our joint
training scheme with density estimation to speech enhance-
ment.
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